
<Date of start of operation>

From the first bus on Wednesday, March 1, 2023

* The schedule may be subject to change.

<Expected benefits> * For users of terminal shuttle buses and express buses from Terminal 3

January 26, 2023

A new curbside will be developed at Terminal 3 of Narita Airport and operations of express

buses and terminal shuttle buses will be launched as of March 1, 2023.

It will be possible to get on the bus from the curbside right after going out of the arrival lobby.

This will considerably shorten the travel distance for passengers arriving at Terminal 3 by

aircraft and enable them to get to the bus stops without moving between different floor levels,

making it dramatically more convenient for passengers who use buses.

In addition, the operational route of terminal shuttle buses will be changed, which will shorten

the time spent on the bus for passengers who arrive at Terminal 2 and travel to Terminal 3.

Narita Airport will continue to make efforts to enable more customers to enjoy air travel easily.

Bus access for passengers using Terminal 3 to be 
dramatically improved as of March 1

*1 Distance from the exit of the arrival lobby of Terminal 3 to the nearest bus stop
*2 No change in the time spent on the bus from Terminal 3 to Terminal 2 (approx. 3 min.)
*3 There may be a slight delay depending on the condition of road congestion.

◇ Points of bus operation at the new curbside of Terminal 3
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<Major changes>

・The express bus pick-up area and terminal shuttle bus pick-up/drop-off area 

to be relocated to the front of Terminal 3

* No change to the express bus drop-off area

・Change to the operational route of terminal shuttle buses

・Relocation of the terminal shuttle bus pick-up/drop-off area at Terminal 2 (for bus to 

Terminal 3) (Bus Stop No. 4 → No. 1)

<Map>

◇ Changes to the express bus pick-up area and terminal shuttle bus 

pick-up/drop-off area
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